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COMMON TAX REPORTING ERRORS MADE BY
PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS ON THEIR 990-PFS

IRS rules and regulations pertaining to private foundations are numerous, complicated and sometimes not
well understood, resulting in a significant number of incorrectly filed 990-PF returns.

Foundation Source reviews hundreds of 990-PF returns each year that were prepared by other organi-
zations. The purpose of this white paper is to share with you some of the common errors we see, to help
you and your clients with foundations avoid potential problems.

This white paper is provided for informational purposes only, to provide an overview of these potential tax reporting
issues. It is not intended as tax, legal or investment advice. Some of the calculations are more complicated than can be
fully addressed in the scope of this paper. Specific questions should be addressed to those with expertise in these areas.

■ Failing to fully and properly complete the return:
There are several general errors commonly made by preparers when completing a private foundation’s
tax return. First, there are often inaccuracies reflecting assets on the balance sheet. In addition, many
times the capital gain or loss on the sale of a donated asset is improperly calculated due to the return
preparer’s failure to apply the donor’s carryover basis. Lastly, many foundation returns are submitted
without mandatory attachments or schedules. The result of such errors can range from causing confusion
for an IRS reviewer to a miscalculation of the excise tax due, leading to additional penalties.

■ Calculating the minimum distribution requirement (MDR) incorrectly:
Each year, a private non-operating foundation must distribute, at a minimum, roughly 5% (with certain
adjustments) of its assets for charitable purposes (the “minimum distribution requirement” or
“MDR”). Often, return preparers miscalculate the MDR, arriving at a figure much lower than the actual
amount; in some cases it is even reported to be $0. A miscalculated MDR can lead the foundation to
distribute less than the required amount without its officers or board members realizing that the
foundation was not in compliance for that tax year. If a private foundation fails to meet its MDR in a
given year, it will be subject to a 30% penalty on the shortfall amount. Moreover, if the penalty is
assessed, the foundation will be ineligible to qualify for a reduced excise tax rate for five years.

■ Neglecting to count legitimate administrative expenses towards the satisfaction of the MDR:
Some return preparers are under the misconception that only grants will satisfy a foundation’s MDR.
However, the MDR can be satisfied by a combination of grants and certain administrative expenses that
are not investment-related. Failure to count legitimate administrative expenses towards satisfaction of
the MDR can cause a foundation to make grants sooner than its board had planned as they try to avoid
incurring the 30% penalty.   
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■ Neglecting to use investment related expenses to offset investment income:
Although private foundations do not normally pay income tax, their investment income (dividends,
interest, capital gains, etc.), less investment-related expenses, is subject to an excise tax of either 1% or
2%. Frequently, return preparers fail to apply investment-related expenses to offset the investment
income, which results in a higher tax bill for the foundation.

■ Failing to make estimated tax payments:
Larger foundations with significant investment income may be required to make quarterly estimated
tax payments. Unfortunately, many foundations incur penalties for failure to make these interim
payments on time, or at all, due to a lack of awareness on the part of the return preparer that such
payments are necessary.

■ Failing to determine eligibility for the reduced 1% tax rate:
After its formation year, a foundation may qualify to cut its tax liability in half, provided certain
conditions are met. There is a section on the foundation’s tax return where calculations are made to
determine whether the foundation has met these conditions. However, preparers often fail to complete
this part of the return altogether, potentially causing a foundation to pay thousands of dollars in taxes
unnecessarily when the money could have gone to charity. Note that a preparer with expertise in this
area can help a foundation actively plan toward meeting the conditions that will reduce the tax rate.

■ Failing to properly report expenditure responsibility grants on the return:
A foundation may grant to an organization that is not a public charity, without incurring a penalty, if
the foundation complies with special “expenditure responsibility” procedures. These procedures require
the grantor foundation to exercise oversight over the grantee’s disbursement of the grant funds to make
sure they are used for the intended charitable purpose; to obtain progress reports from the grantee; and
to report the grant properly on the foundation’s tax return. If these procedures are not followed to the
letter, the foundation may incur a penalty in the amount of 20% of the amount of the grant. Thus, if
a foundation fails to report an expenditure responsibility grant properly on its annual return, the
foundation will be subject to a penalty despite having complied with all other expenditure responsibility
procedures. Return preparers frequently fail to report expenditure responsibility grants, foiling the
foundation’s efforts to comply with expenditure responsibility procedures.

■ Failing to properly calculate excess grant carryover:
For any year in which a foundation grants more than its MDR, the excess grants may be “banked” as
grant carryover which can help satisfy a future year’s MDR. These banked carryovers expire and become
unusable if not applied towards reducing the foundation’s MDR within five years. Very often, return
preparers calculate and apply carryovers incorrectly, placing the foundation’s actual MDR in doubt and
paradoxically putting the foundation in danger of thinking it has satisfied its MDR when it has not
done so. Correction often requires filing several years of amended returns.

■ Omitting information that can cause the return to be deemed incomplete and unfiled:
Under certain circumstances, a foundation’s return must include an attachment entitled “Schedule B”
that reports information on certain significant contributions to the foundation. If under these circum-
stances the preparer fails to attach Schedule B, the return will be considered incomplete by the IRS and
treated as though it had never been filed. Additionally, the return will provoke an IRS inquiry if the
foundation fails to indicate that it does not accept unsolicited grant requests and the return does not
include the relevant contact information that would be required if it did.
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■ Completing the return as if the foundation were an operating foundation:
Form 990-PF is used by both traditional grant making private foundations (non-operating) and oper-
ating private foundations that run programs of their own. Parts of the tax return are for operating
foundations only, and should not be completed by grant making private foundations. Many return
preparers inadvertently draw scrutiny and engender confusion by filling out the parts of the return
meant for operating foundations only.

■ Using the accrual method of accounting to show satisfaction of MDR:
Some preparers use the accrual method of accounting when preparing the foundation’s tax return.
However, Treasury Regulations mandate that even foundations using the accrual method of accounting
must use cash basis accounting to determine whether a foundation has met its MDR. Some return
preparers are unfamiliar with this rule and mistakenly apply the accrual method to determine MDR
satisfaction. As mentioned above, this could lead to a 30% penalty and cause a foundation to become
ineligible to qualify for a reduced excise tax rate for five years.

■ Failing to track foundation insiders:
A private foundation is expected to keep track of all individuals and organizations that are considered
insiders (technically, “disqualified persons”). Insiders include those companies and individuals that
make contributions to a foundation beyond a mathematically determined amount that fluctuates
annually; these donors are known as “substantial contributors.” Substantial contributors, as insiders,
generally are prohibited from engaging in financial transactions with the foundation (sales, loans, leases,
etc.). Engaging in them may result in a self dealing violation and penalty. Any insider that engages in
a self dealing transaction is personally responsible for a 10% penalty which may not be forgiven by the
IRS even if inadvertent, well intentioned and beneficial to the foundation. Preparers often fail to report
substantial contributors properly on the annual return and keep track of who is a substantial contributor
with respect to the foundation. As a result, a foundation’s board or officers may not realize that certain
individuals or companies are considered insiders with respect to the foundation and engage in forbidden
transactions with them.

■ Failing to report and pay the for-profit tax rate on certain types of income:
Certain foundations, especially those invested in partnerships, may have flow through income that is
subject to income tax liability at the highest for-profit rates (“unrelated business taxable income” or
“UBTI”). Such income must be reported on an additional return called Form 990-T, which calculates
the tax due. The 990-PF is supposed to indicate if Form 990-T is required. However, preparers often:
(1) do not realize that the foundation has income that is subject to the for-profit tax rates, (2) fail to
indicate on the 990-PF that Form 990-T is required and, accordingly, (3) fail to file Form 990-T and pay
the separate, higher tax liability, subjecting the foundation to late filing and late payment tax penalties.
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